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WPG INTELLI-GRIP® APP
NEW FEATURE MAKES LIFTER 
MONITORING EASIER

Wood’s Powr-Grip is taking its exclusive 
Intelli-Grip® Technology to the next level 
with the introduction of a monitoring app 
for Android-powered devices (available 
soon on Google Play Store).

Better access to information
While you can find important information directly on 
the lifter's vacuum gauges and LCD screen, the app puts the same information at your fingertips — often in greater detail.

Safer workplace operation
Lifter information can now be viewed from greater distances by multiple people on the job site. For safety reasons, the 
lifter-to-app communication is one-way. The app cannot control the lifter in any way; it is for monitoring the lifter ONLY.

Keep up with Intelli-Grip® improvements
As software is updated, future versions can be downloaded via the app.

Wherever a DC3 lifter equipped with Intelli-Grip® 7.0 ( or later ) is used, the app allows lifter monitoring 
by those who have the app on their devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) and are within range — typically, 
150 feet in ideal conditions — to receive information transmitted by the lifter’s Intelli-Grip® Control Unit. 
The app is ideal for:

• Lifter operators, who can monitor the lifter (status and sensor readings vital to safe operation);

• Supervisors, who can monitor multiple lifters on a job site where more than one lifter is in use; 

• Installers, who can track important safety info in real time instead of having the data relayed.

WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF THE APP?

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM THE APP?

COMING 
SOON!
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The main screen displays a trio of features: 

1. Lifter model and serial numbers, displayed in a yellow bar with  

 text that can be customized. Selecting the bar reveals lifter details.

2. Vacuum gauge that includes twin meters, one for each circuit of a   

 lifter’s dual vacuum system. The center of the gauge also has color-coding  

 and icons to indicate the lifter’s readiness to lift and warn the operator of a  

 potential hazard. Warnings are accompanied by the app's audio alarm. 

3. Battery energy-level gauge, similar to the one displayed on the  

 Intelli-Grip® Control Unit.

When selected, the three horizontal lines (A) reveal     
the name (or nickname) of any lifter within range.

The dropdown Options menu (B) reveals three choices:

1. Select “App Preferences” to choose units of     

 measure, notification settings and more.

2. Select “Help” to be routed to the Wood’s Powr-Grip 

 website if help is needed.

3. Select “Feedback” to enter comments about     

 the lifter, the company or the app. A contact number     

 for technical support is displayed, too.

WHAT ARE KEY FEATURES OF THE APP?

Finally, a toggle button marked “More info”(C), 
expands a panel across the bottom of the screen 
with pods containing extra details about current 
load and lifter weight (MRPT16 only), diagnostic 
codes and much more. These pods may be collapsed 
and moved, allowing a user to customize the panel.

Visit www.wpg.com/app to get signed up for the beta testing 
and have access to more info.
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